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Lead Intelligence Analyst 

LOCATION  ABU DHABI, UAE 

Summary of 
Position 

Forward Defense is looking for a skilled and experienced Cyber 
Threat Intelligence Analyst to lead a new Analysis team.  The 
selected candidate  
will be responsible for researching, crafting, and conveying 
analytical products sourced from “on the ground” research into 
threat actors operating in the cybercrime underground.  The 
successful candidate possesses a solid background tracking 
cybercrime threat actors and a  
subject matter expertise of the financially-motivated cybercrime 
underground economy.  

 
Duties and Responsibilities 

  
 The Lead Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyst will lead and mentor an agile team of 

intelligence  
 analysts to:  
 Identify, research, coordinate, and produce various analytical products centered 

around financially-motivated cybercrime threat actors observed in underground 
forums and marketplaces  

 Work independently and within the team to identify new and creative opportunities 
to  

 research and convey valuable analytical products and assessments to clients  
 Synchronize analysis and production efforts to satisfy clients’ Priority Intelligence 

Requirements  
 Answer specific Requests for Information (RFI) from clients regarding threats or 

concerns  
 Help design new and innovative processes and programs to build efficiencies and 

scalability as the company continues to grow  

Qualifications, skills, knowledge, or experience 
 

 Subject matter expertise of financially-motivated cybercrime threats and the 
underground economy ecosystem (e.g. cybercrime forums, marketplaces, enabling 
services, dump shops, etc.)  

 Strong understanding of cybercrime threat actors and their modus operandi  
 Proven experience as a team leader, particularly in an intelligence analysis or cyber 

threat role  
 Exposure to the intelligence cycle in a law enforcement, military, security service, 

cyber  
 threat intelligence team, or similar setting.  
 Experience with link-analysis methodologies and tools (e.g. Maltego, Analysts 

Notebook)  
 Good Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) gathering skills  
 Excellent written and verbal skills, fluency in English is required  
 Highly adaptable working independently and in a team environment  
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How to apply: Respond via email to 

info@forwarddefense.com 


